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Abstract—Military data can be difficult to acquire owing to
security and operational concerns, making it challenging to
undertake research in ‘Anticipatory Situational Understanding
for Coalitions’. To help combat this, an analogous multi-modal,
multi-agency, and distributed scenario has been created to
support development of tools and techniques for detecting and
predicting traffic congestion in the road transport network.
This scenario has been chosen as data is not generally available
from a single unified source; different organizations (e.g. police,
general public etc.) have sensors providing information of value.
In this paper, we examine the problems of: a) identifying
congestion using CCTV cameras; and b) fusing this with data
from other agencies. In turn this can be used to supplement
official transportation feeds. This coalition approach requires
sensors to carry out assistive and supplementary tasks such as
‘car counting’ which this paper demonstrates how these can be
done using deep learning neural networks. Utilizing distributed
data sources will provide approaches that are generalizable and
ad-hoc therefore more appropriate to a military context.
An initial four-layer architecture and tooling are set out to
enable rapid formation of human/machine hybrid teams, with a
focus on opportunistic and distributed processing at the edge of
the network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Congestion is an indicator that a transport network is either
routinely not fully meeting the needs of the users or it is
being disrupted by an extraordinary occurrence such as an
accident or major public event. Transport network users and
maintainers desire increasingly fine-grained real-time visibility
of the evolving network based on actual usage, and the
potential for harvesting this data from distributed devices in
addition to bespoke ancillary systems.
Multiple data sources can play a role in detecting congestion, spanning multiple modalities, such as traffic cameras,
public transport data, weather etc. However, the sources may
not all be under a single authority or organization, requiring establishment of a ‘coalition’ of related sources and information
processing. By accounting for such a ‘coalition of sources’
in a situational awareness solution there is opportunity to
enhance the situational picture and go beyond perception into
comprehension and projection.
To advance our ‘coalition of convenient sources’ perspective, a multimodal dataset has been gathered using publicly
accessible temporally and spatially coordinated data feeds
which are distributed both geographically and organizationally,
i.e. the data sources converge on a common geographic
region but are provided by different coalition partners. Some

techniques for the analysis of this data are proposed as well
as a high-level architecture for how these distributed sensors
and underlying uncertainty could be fused to provide a holistic
map of congestion across the sensed network and beyond.
II. S UMMARY OF P RIOR A RT
With the recent explosion in sensor availability both the
body of knowledge and the associated data sources will
increase . Obvious starting points are the metrics used to
determine congestion from simple determinations such as
stream speed [1] to more complex characterizations such as
a Traffic Congestability Value (TCV) [2], as well as how
congestion propagates across the network [3] and designing
networks to be congestion resistant.
Our research in this space is focused specifically on opportunistic, distributed sensing, in particular alongside the
use of machine learning / deep learning tools, in scenarios
where common computational modes or tooling may not be
shared among all partners. Of clear relevance to this are
some interesting studies using more traditional toolsets on
existing map service providers to provide wider indications of
congestion [4], [5], as well as other facets such as SVM [6],
HMM Models [7], multi-agent based models [8], long shortterm memory [5], and backpropagation (BP) Neural Networks
[9].
III. D ESCRIPTION OF DATASETS
To support the development and evaluation of the proposed
techniques a multi-modal dataset has been gathered bringing
together temporally and geographically aligned data from
public datasources. London (UK) was chosen as there were
a number of appropriate data feeds which were accessible to
researchers, mainly via the Transport for London (TfL) API
[10] which provides access to traffic cameras (still and video),
live bus updates, air quality, cycle data, and more. The CCTV
image and video data is collected every 5 minutes with a 10
second video clip and a single still image being available
for each of the approximately 1000 CCTV cameras with a
publicly available live feed. Each day of collection sees around
33GB of video data, 5GB of still images, and 750MB of other
sensor data captured, totalling around 40GB. This has been
gathered continuously since February 2017 in order to create
a consistent dataset for machine learning and pattern-of-life
model building.

IV. P ROPOSED A NALYSIS T OOLS
Not all the multi-modal inputs can be readily fused to
determine congestion. A lot of value resides in the imagery
data in particular, and work has been done investigating how
existing deep learning techniques can be applied to enhance
other image processing techniques to understand the congestion indicated directly in the static images and video.
To address this problem, we use regional-convolutional
neural network (R-CNN) for car detection and counting. RCNN can be used to localize and detect multiple objects within
the input image. While the same thing can, in theory, be
achieved by using CNN to classify different sliding windows
inside the given image, this approach is too computationally
expensive. R-CNN provides a computationally efficient solution for localizing and detecting objects in the image. Finetuning of the pre-trained model using images sampled from
our dataset is planned as well as modification of the model
architecture to keep only output classes that are valid for the
congestion detection problem.
V. H IGH L EVEL A RCHITECTURE
In order to manage and fuse these sensor feeds, a high level
architecture is proposed, consisting of four hierarchical layers.
Each of these layers is virtual and can span multiple agencies
within a coalition.
A. Data Sources Layer
The data sources layer is made up of heterogeneous data
sources provided by a range of sensors, modalities, and collection platforms. Ownership for each source may lie with different members of the coalition who grant access as required,
or any source could be publicly available and therefore open
source in nature. Many additional capabilities and complexities
can be inserted into this layer of the architecture, for example
through using fine-grained policy based access control to allow
each member of the coalition to share their sources explicitly
with certain other partners only.
B. Information Processing Layer
At the information processing layer, processing services are
maintained and shared by the partners of the coalition. These
services are responsible for producing initial conclusions from
the input data provided by the coalition data sources.
This enables the inherent uncertainty arising from this
basic processing to be explicitly captured and bound to the
resulting information to provide additional accountability and
transparency in any subsequent usage, and to better enable the
interpretability of results later in the pipeline.
C. Knowledge Representation Layer
The knowledge representation layer contains all processes
relating to the semantics or meaning of the data. This is also
the layer where the human users have the most opportunity to
inject their human knowledge into the system, enabled via the
tellability function in the uppermost layer. Different models
and techniques can be used in the knowledge representation

layer to fulfill different kinds of processing and many of these
can be integrated to enable high-value outcomes.
D. Decision Support Layer
The final layer, decision support, allows the user agent to
utilize the resources in the layers below. Unlike the lower layers, which consists of services distributed across the coalition,
each agent would have their own instance of a user interface
which would enable querying of the available services to assist
in the tasks of the agent.
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